PCA Trainers – the dynamic youth and high school sports experts who lead our workshops – are available for customized consulting with our partner schools and youth sports organizations. Your leadership team’s collective imagination is all that sets the limit for how you engage with our Trainers in the areas of coaching, sports parenting, sport psychology and organizational culture that form the core of PCA’s expertise.

Among the requests we have considered in the past:

- A PCA Trainer observing a specific coach in action and providing feedback (done in conjunction with the Athletic Director or Director of Coaching)
- Advising on how to move forward from a negative incident, such as a fight or a hazing scandal
- Implementation or improvement of a coach evaluation program
- Honing your approach to player tryouts, skills assessments, and players’ team assignments or cuts
- Laying groundwork for improved coach-parent cooperation
- Facilitation of a mid-season check-in with coaches as a refresher to your earlier workshops
- A site visit on game day, walking the sidelines with your leadership team to assess your culture based on real-time, first-hand observations.